
Assessment area Information required

Professional relations Number of physicians; subspecialties; ages;
retirement policies; income distribution formula;
production levels (individual charges and
collections); buy-in and buy-out provisions;
agreements covering principals’ responsibility to
the practice and to one another

Personnel Number of full-time and part-time staff; position
descriptions; reporting relationships; turnover rate;
employment-related policies and procedures;
payroll policies and procedures; evaluation
policies and procedures; basis for granting salary
increases and bonuses

Appointment scheduling Hours of operation; appointment scheduling
methodology; scheduling and triage instructions;
physicians’ office and operating room schedules;
physicians’ punctuality; protocols relative to work-
ins and emergencies; reminder protocols; policy
regarding no-shows

Finances Charges; work and total RVUs; receipts; overhead
(in total and as a percent of receipts); overhead
broken down by expense category; existence of
an annual operating budget; frequency of
development of financial statements; frequency of
variance analyses

Insurance Details of agreements with all payors; protocols
for verifying patients’ insurance coverage; volume
and dollar amount of claims filed per month;
average time delay between date of service and
date an insurance claim is filed; protocols for
following up with late payors

Assessment area Information required

Billing, collections, and Up-front pay procedures (copays and elective
accounts receivable (A/R) surgeries); protocols for following up with delin-

quent patient accounts; usage of a collection
agency; aged A/R; criteria for sending an account
to a collection agency

Internal controls Existence of a chart of accounts; protocols for
bookkeeping/accounting; protocol for handling
cash and checks received at time of service and
in the mail; separation of responsibilities of staff
involved in handling charges and payments; policy
regarding an annual financial audit/review

Marketing Regular surveys of patients, referring physicians,
and hospital staff; staff training in the area of
patient relations; protocols in place restricting
physicians’ abilities to cancel and reschedule
patients; early morning and evening office hours;
an attractive physical facility

Patient records Protocols for documenting patient visits and proce-
dures; dictation procedures; training of
involved staff regarding the Privacy regulations
under the Health Insurance Privacy and Portability
Act; methodology of maintaining records and ra-
diographs (paper or electronic); record retention
policies

Physical facility Size of office relative to number of physicians,
patients, and staff; insurance; appearance of
office; records of office equipment (e.g.,
telephones, fax machines, computers, and
scanners); terms of leases; compliance of facility
with government regulations; floor plan of office
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How to conduct an operational assessment
by steven e. Fisher, mba

an operational assessment is a
detailed review of all or selected
aspects of a medical practice
(Table 1). Whether your practices
uses an outside consultant or
conducts its own internal assess-
ment, whether you are planning a
comprehensive assessment or a
more focused one, you’ll need to
collect data, conduct analyses, and
prepare reports. The following
information should help guide you
through the process.

Data collection steps
While approaches may differ in the
specifics, the following steps need
to be taken in a rigorously
conducted operational assessment:
• preliminary surveys—separate

surveys should be sent out solic-
iting information on the areas
covered in the assessment and
relating to the individuals
(physicians and staff) involved
in those areas. personal surveys
should contain language that
assures respondents that the
information will be confidential.
although printed surveys can be
conducted, electronic surveys
are more efficient. surveys
should be carefully designed to

collect meaningful information.
The aaos online practice
management center includes
examples of subject-specific and
person-specific surveys.

• preliminary review: all surveys
should be returned directly to
the persons conducting the
analysis at least 2 weeks before
onsite monitoring and inter-
views begin. This gives the
consultant(s) time to review the
data for completeness and accu-
racy, to identify potential opera-
tional problem areas, and to
develop questions on the survey
topics, practice information, and
personal information provided
by physicians and staff.

• onsite interviews: in a compre-
hensive assessment, everyone in
the office—physicians and
staff—should be interviewed.
allow at least an hour or more
per interview, depending on
whether the interview focuses
on just the personal survey or
both personal and “subject-
specific” surveys. information
that is provided on a survey
must be verified by an objective
source. For example, if the
“Finances” survey indicates

2008 Gross charges of
$5 million, a report docu-
menting this should be given to
the consultant.

• observation: a key element of

any operational assessment,
particularly one that relates to
work flow, is direct observation.
The consultant needs to observe
what actually happens in an
office relative to what people
say happens in their surveys or
during interviews. The
consultant must be able to ask
questions when the need arises
but otherwise “melt into the
background” and become invis-
ible. if the consultant’s presence
is too obvious, staff will never
behave as they generally do
during the course of a typical
business day.

Required information
information collected in conjunc-
tion with an operational assess-
ment depends on the areas to be
covered. Table 2 provides exam-
ples of the information that needs
to be collected in specific areas.

Data analysis
The key to any operational assess-
ment is analyzing the collected data.
This involves both internal cross-
checks and benchmark measures.

Table 1 Areas Covered
in a Comprehensive
Operational Assessment

Physician professional relations

Practice management systems

Practice governance

EMR and PAC systems

Organization structure

Managing professional liability risk

Personnel

Appointment scheduling

Payor agreements

Marketing/practice promotion

Billing and collections

Physical facilities

Accounts receivable management

Records

Finances

Telecommunication systems

Internal controls

Use of the Internet

Use of outside advisors

Compliance with regulations

See ASSeSSMeNT, page ��

Table 2 Examples of information required in an operational assessment
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